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COMING FROM AN ENTERTAINMENT 

BACKGROUND, transitioning to lighting 

for architecture can be difficult for a person. 

It’s like speaking a new language. Though 

the technology is familiar, the tools we use 

and the way we document our design are 

significantly different.

The good news for us theatre-types is 

that energy code requirements are making 

architectural lighting controls more flexible, 

helping meet our expectations as lighting 

designers, with increased functionality to 

create scenes and ambiance for different 

times of day or occasions and animate the 

space.

While controls are good, it’s easy to 

fall down the lighting controls rabbit 

hole on your projects. If you approach 

an architectural lighting design project 

like a theatre production, you can quickly 

get derailed trying to understand what 

the control systems can do, document 

circuiting, DMX512 addresses, and more. 

Unlike a theatre production, architectural 

lighting design passes through many hands 

on the way to completion, so it’s important 

to step back and re-evaluate how we 

approach lighting controls.

In this article, we’ll review a different 

approach to lighting controls that will 

inform your design from the beginning and 

evolve over the course of the design phase 

into the final construction documents and 

into commissioning.

Basis of Design
The Basis of Design (BOD) is a dull text 

document, but it’s a powerful tool that 

lets the lighting designer concentrate on 

the design and control circuiting, while 

ensuring that these technical puzzle pieces 

are incorporated into the project. The BOD, 

or a version of it, should appear in your 

final design documents.

The BOD captures the lighting and 

control requirements for each room 

or room type, and will evolve with the 

project. It’s a good way to track lighting 

coordination items and make sure they 

make it into the design. The BOD should 

include lighting and control devices, 

illumination targets, and any automation 

requirements. For example:

RM 101 – Lobby

   Lighting Zones – separate control  

 

 

 

presets: Morning, Evening, Night, Clear 

(1 hour override, restore to current 

T.O.D. preset)

equal for manual recall of presets. Locate 

at security desk. 

raise / lower when held. 

 

electrical or janitor closet.

min. 15 fc at floor.

as required. Lights to 100% during 

overnight hours; off after 20 mins. 

over BACnet

   Timeclock events: 

 

 

 

min. Cat5 homerun to lighting control 

processor.  

requirements.

Repeat the process for each room or room 

type for your project. And it’s okay to have 

one entry that covers similar areas, such as 

private offices, for example.

While developing your Basis of Design, 

it is important to meet with the owner and 

architect and ask lots of exciting questions 

to inform your control decisions like:

   Does the owner have a control system 

preference?

   Does the landlord have a control system 

requirement that the owner has to adhere 

to? (Most landlords will want their 

tenants on the same control system as the 

rest of the building to take advantage of 

building automation systems.)

   Do conference rooms have AV systems 

that will need to interface with the 

lighting controls? Would the owner like 

protocol is used to communicate between 

the systems?

   Does the design require any color 

changing fixtures?

   Are there other operational requirements 

such as time of day events that need to be 

considered?

   Do you have a favorite kind of cheese? 

(Not relevant to the BOD, but always a 

good question to ask someone.)

   Will the lighting control system be on the 

Taking control of controls BY JEREMY WINDLE
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building automation system (BAS)? 

Basic projects

Intermediate projects

Advanced projects

Figure 1 – This sample project featured conventional architectural lighting as well as 4-channel 
RGBW ceiling and wall cove lighting, shown in blue, and color changing backlit ceiling channels 
with both RGB and dynamic white LED nodes shown in yellow. The nodes were designed at 4" on 
center to animate the slots. A lighting systems integrator procured all intelligent lighting and the 
control system to ensure they were commissioned to work together.
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occur at this stage of the design.

On all of these projects, the Basis of 

Design and Lighting Control Intent 

documents can work together to effectively 

communicate how the lighting control 

system is to be commissioned.

Where do I start?
The good news is that your Basis of Design 

is finished, so you can use it as a roadmap as 

you move right into production.

Lighting plans
The lighting plans generated will be 

handed off to the electrical engineer 

to become a part of the building plans 

that are submitted for permit. We have 

found that the lighting designer’s plans 

should not be submitted to the municipal 

building department’s plan check because 

they are not stamped by a professional 

engineer, and this causes confusion at the 

plan check office. The lighting designs are 

a fantastic reference for the contractor, 

though, so they should be issued to the 

field as additional reference information.

If working on an intermediate or 

advanced project, you want to be sure that 

the lighting control “zones” are shown 

on the plans. We have found that the best 

method is to standardize on a numbering 

scheme. For example, we tend to use 

4-digits in our control zone assignments 

so 1000-series control zones are on level 1. 

The 2000-series control zones are on level 

Figure 2 – The lighting control design included enough channel capacity to handle the individual 
node addressing, but during installation, the owner decided to change the lighting to 3" on 
center for increased brightness. The lighting systems integrator updated the control channels and 
added an additional processor to handle the extra channel requirements.

Figure 3 – A sample of the lighting plans showing extensive keynotes to communicate the design intent. In this project, sensor part numbers are 
listed in our keynotes.
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Figure 4 – The lighting fixture schedule lists the LED fixtures and accessories, to be provided by a “qualified lighting systems integrator as part of an 
engineered, networked lighting control system.” Notes in the right column capture the data requirements.

Figure 5 – Instead of a separate equipment schedule, all device part numbers and even custom button engraving are shown on the control riser 
diagram. The LSI based their shop drawings on this document. This project has both an architectural lighting controller to manage normal room 
lighting, including code-compliant daylighting and motion sensing, as well as a show controller that takes over when the space is used as a 
presentation showroom. The relay panel has a voltage separation barrier to control both normal and emergency lighting circuits.
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2, and so on. Always leave yourself a couple 

spare control zones in each room, in case 

you have to add a zone later.

If you’re using DMX-controlled 

fixtures, be sure to note the DMX cabling 

between fixtures on your plans, as well 

as the homeruns to the lighting control 

system. This is also a good time to call the 

electrical engineer and review the data 

wiring requirement with them so they 

understand what needs to be noted on the 

engineering plans.

Once the lighting and control zones are 

on the plan, reference your BOD and start 

roughing in the lighting controls. Once the 

lighting and control zones are on the plan, 

reference your BOD and start roughing 

in the lighting controls. If you have a 

few control sensors and button stations, 

you can add keynotes or a simple device 

legend to your plans to call out the device 

type and information. If you have a lot of 

control devices, you may want to create an 

equipment schedule. We’ll cover this a little 

later.

Lighting fixture schedule
The fixture schedule is used to compile 

all the information for each fixture, 

including the fixture type, manufacturer, 

catalog number, control type, lamp type, 

and wattage. The engineer will use this 

information to circuit the fixtures and fill 

in any energy code compliance forms. The 

lighting control system manufacturers will 

use this information to configure their 

system to control the specified fixtures.

If this is an advanced project, make sure 

that the requirement for DMX wiring is 

noted in the fixture schedule for each DMX 

fixture type. It’s also a good idea to try to 

note that these fixtures are to be “provided 

by the lighting systems integrator as part 

of an engineering lighting control system.” 

Most contractors, vendors, or rep agencies 

won’t try to break apart an engineered 

system, so this helps ensure these fixtures 

are procured by the LSI.

Most LSIs will prep, address, and label 

these fixtures in the shop before shipping 

them to the job site. This is helpful because 

any fixture issue is discovered before 

it’s delivered to the job site, saving time 

troubleshooting fixtures in the field.

Equipment schedule
The equipment schedule is where you can 

capture all the catalog information and 

details of your lighting control equipment, 

including button stations, programming 

ports, data outputs, and more. Relevant 

information to include would be device 

type, location, description, catalog 

information, and notes about what system 

it connects to. On basic and intermediate 

projects, it’s okay to reference generic 

lighting controls without manufacturer 

or part numbers, or simply name a single 

manufacturer as the Basis of Design for your 

control system. This will give the contractor 

Figure 6 – Lighting Control Intent, Architectural. The BOD was distilled down to the basic 
requirements for static lighting presets to be programmed on the architectural lighting controller. 
These presets can also be recalled from the button stations, the AV system, or the show lighting 
controller.

Figure 7 – Lighting Control Intent – Show. The Control intent starts to read more like a narrative 
as we describe how the different lighting sequences are to be programmed on the show 
controller. All sequences and transitions are programmed to be recalled from the AV controller as 
a part of the showroom AV presentations.
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and owner some flexibility in shopping the control system for the 

best price, while ensuring that the controls meet the performance 

criteria outlined in your Lighting Control Intent.

If you’re working on an advanced project, and you’re comfortable 

with generating lighting control risers, you can add these to your 

equipment schedules. Clearly note which parts of the system are to 

be provided and installed by a qualified lighting systems integrator 

as part of an engineering lighting control system.

Lighting Control Intent
Also referred to as a “Control Narrative” or “Sequence of 

Operations” the Lighting Control Intent is the final evolution of 

your Basis of Design. It should be sorted by control zone, and 

include relevant information for each zone, including location, 

purpose, fixture type and quantity, total connected wattage, control 

type, and any additional notes. Lighting control type is typically 

0-10 V or electronic low voltage (ELV), but may also include DALI 

or DMX512.

The electrical engineer will use this document to validate the 

circuiting indicated on the plans and connect the fixtures. The 

lighting controls manufacturer will use this to pre-configure the 

system.

Take advantage of a notes column to point out relevant 

information, such as which zones require remote transformers or 

drivers, or which zones require DMX data.

Try not to repeat information on the schedule that is shown on the 

plans, it is always easier to make any changes in one location only.

If you know what scene presets you might be using, now’s a good 

time to rough in some programming levels, too. This will save you 

time during commissioning by allowing the programmers to rough 

in your scenes prior to your arrival onsite.

On basic and intermediate projects using standard architectural 

lighting control systems, the BOD or Control Intent will ensure 

that the selected architectural lighting control system will perform 

as expected. The lighting controls manufacturer or programmers 

cannot claim that they were never informed of any complex control 

or programming requirements.

When we’re working on an advanced project, I prefer to generate a 

Lighting Control Intent and a lighting control riser diagram to ensure 

that I’ve captured all control points and fixtures in my documents. 

I don’t hesitate to write an additional narrative describing how the 

building is to operate over the course of the day, or describe all the 

animated color changing sequences that are required.

Don’t get stuck in the weeds defining starting addresses for each 

fixture. Simply make sure to have enough data ports and addresses 

for the system, and the LSI will work through these details with you 

during the construction process.

When the LSI finally does receive the project, they can review the 

riser and the BOD and understand exactly what the design intent 

is. They’ll usually have suggestions to improve the lighting control 

system or save costs—changes we can review and approve during 

the shop drawing process.

Be sure to include the Lighting Fixture Schedule, Equipment 

Schedules, and Control Intent in your contract documents to ensure 

that the lighting system will meet your expectations.

Conclusion
As the project moves into construction, all of the information we 

provided in the design documents should minimize questions 

from the field. By using the Basis of Design document to inform 

our design process, we methodically captured all the lighting 

requirements of each room before beginning the design. By evolving 

this into our Control Intent, we ensure that the lighting control 

system will perform to meet everyone’s expectations. 
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